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ABSTRACT
We present a scheme for evenly partitioning the key space in
distributed hash tables among the participating nodes. The
scheme is based on the multiple random choices paradigm [3,
19], and handles both node joins and leaves. It achieves,
with high probability, a ratio of at most 4 between the loads
of the most and least burdened nodes, in the face or arbitrary
node arrivals and departures. Each join or leave operation
incurs message cost that is, with high probability, O(log2 n),
where n is the number of nodes, and causes the relocation
of keys from at most one node (for joins) or three nodes (for
leaves). A version of our scheme is suitable for heterogeneous
systems, where the capacities of nodes to serve keys can vary
widely.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Distributed applications—
load balancing; G.3 [Probability and Statistics]: Stochastic processes; E.1 [Data Structures]: Distributed data
structures

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Theory

Keywords
Peer-to-peer, distributed hash tables, load balancing

1.

INTRODUCTION

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) [17, 21, 5, 20, 10, 14,
16, 1, 13] are data structures used to organize highly dynamic, massive, decentralized distributed systems, such as
peer-to-peer networks. A DHT maps keys (i.e., resource
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identiﬁers) into a hash space, which is partitioned among
the nodes in the network. Each node is responsible for (the
resources whose keys are hashed into) its segment of the
hash space. When a node joins the system, the partition of
the hash space is perturbed slightly, so that the new node
can be given its own segment of the hash space, pieces of
which previously belonged to a small number of old nodes.
Similarly, when a node leaves the system, its segment is redistributed among a small number of the remaining nodes.
In addition to the join and leave operations, a DHT supports
the lookup operation which locates the node responsible for
(the resources identiﬁed by) a given key.
To enable the implementation of these operations, each
node maintains a number of links to other nodes in the system, thereby forming an overlay network. Because of the
massive scale of the networks for which DHTs are intended,
the overlay network must have low degree and the lookup,
join and leave operations must have cost (e.g., in terms of
messages and time) that is at most polylogarithmic in the
number of nodes in the system.
An important goal in the design of DHTs is to achieve
a balanced partition of the hash space among the nodes in
the system. It is often desirable that each node assumes
responsibility for a portion of the hash space that is proportional to its power (measured in terms of its processor
speed, available bandwidth, and/or storage capacity), and
that this property is maintained as nodes join and leave the
system. This is because, typically, the number of keys a
node is responsible for serving, and the amount of routing
traﬃc the node handles are proportional to the size of the
segment that the node is associated with.
We quantify the notion of load balance in DHTs in the
following natural way. Assume each node has a positive
weight, that is proportional to its power, i.e., for any nodes
n1 , n2 of weights respectively w1 , w2 , with w1 ≥ w2 , n1 can
manage a segment of the hash space that is w1 /w2 times
larger than that n2 can handle. The weighted size of a node’s
segment is the quotient of the segment’s size divided by the
node’s weight. Finally, the balance ρ of a DHT structure is
the ratio of the maximum weighted size of any node segment
to the minimum weighted size. Note that if all nodes have
the same weight, then ρ reduces to the usual measure of
load balance in DHTs: the ratio of maximum segment size
to minimum.
In this paper, we describe a simple and intuitive protocol
for managing the partition of a DHT’s hash space into node
segments, as nodes join and leave the system. The proto-

col can be used in any DHT structure whose hash space is
a line segment or a ring. It employs the multiple random
choices paradigm [3, 19], and it has two versions. The ﬁrst
(unweighted) version can be roughly described as follows.
To accommodate the addition of a new node, we select at
random a (logarithmic in the system size) number of points
in the hash space,1 split in half the largest node segment
containing at least one of the points selected, and assign
one half to the newly arrived node. To cope with the departure of a node, again we choose a logarithmic number of
points at random, we merge with an adjacent segment the
shortest segment containing some of the points selected, and
assign the segment of the departing node to one of the two
nodes whose segments were merged. The second (weighted)
version of the protocol is a natural extension of the above
scheme that assumes node weights that are powers of 2, up
to a ﬁxed maximum.
The unweighted version of the protocol guarantees that
ρ ≤ 4 with high probability, for any sequence of node joins
and/or leaves. Both join and
 leave operations have message
complexity O log n · Lm (n) , and (parallel) time complexity
Lt (n) + O(1), where n is the system size, and Lm (n), Lt (n)
are respectively the message complexity and time complexity of a lookup request. (Typically Lm (n) and Lt (n) have
the same asymptotic behavior and are Θ(log n) [21, 5, 20,
10], or Θ(log n/ log log n) [6, 4, 11], with high probability.)
Finally, a join aﬀects only the segment of a singe node, and
a leave aﬀects at most two (adjoining) node segments and
the segment of the departing node. The weighted version
guarantees that ρ ≤ 8, with high probability, and has the
same (asymptotic) join/leave complexity as the unweighted
version. Each join or leave operation incurs only a few localized changes in the partition of the hash space, i.e., at most
a constant number of adjacent node segments are modiﬁed.

Related Work
In most early DHT structures [21, 10, 13, 16], each node
(upon arrival) chooses at random a point in the hash space
typically, the unit interval [0, 1) , and becomes associated
with the points of the hash space closest to the selected point
(with respect to some distance function). Assuming random
node departures, this scheme guarantees that the ratio of
largest to average node segment size is Θ(log n), with high
probability [7, 21]. However, we can show that the ratio
of average to smallest segment size is Ω(n) with constant
probability. Therefore, assuming homogeneous nodes, ρ is
Ω(n log n), with constant probability.
In another early approach [17], a new node splits in half
the node segment containing a randomly selected point, and
assumes responsibility of one half. In the pure join model,
the balance of this scheme is better than the previous one,
but we can show that ρ is still Ω(log 2 n/ log log n), with high
probability. (The ratio of largest to average segment size is
the same as before, while the ratio of average to smallest
is Ω(log n/ log log n), with high probability.) In both this
and the previous approaches, if every physical node acts
as Ω(log n) virtual nodes, each associated with a distinct
segment, then constant ρ is achieved, with high probability [7, 21]. However, this approach ampliﬁes by a factor of
Ω(log n) the number of links a node should maintain, and
1
Throughout this paper, whenever we say “at random”, we
imply “independently and uniformly at random”.

(consequently) increases the complexity of join and leave
operations.
Five recently proposed load balancing schemes guarantee
constant ρ, with high probability, for homogeneous nodes,
while assigning a single segment per node. Abraham et al. [1]
and Naor and Wieder [16] independently suggested and analyzed the join scheme our (unweighted) protocol uses. However, neither work provides a method for departures that
provably achieves constant ρ. Adler et al. [2] propose and
analyze a scheme for joins in a hypercubic overlay structure. Roughly, a new node splits in half the longest segment among the ones associated with the node responsible
for a randomly selected point, and its Θ(log n) neighbors
in the overlay structure. They also describe a procedure
for leaves, but they do not show it maintains constant ρ, although experimental results suggest that it may do so. The
message and (parallel)
time complexity of node joins are

Θ Lm (n) + log n and Lt (n) + O(1), with high probability,
respectively, and the number of nodes aﬀected is constant.
The next two approaches are not tied to speciﬁc overlay structures, and provably guarantee constant ρ in the
face of both joins and leaves. Karger and Ruhl [8] present
a scheme with message and time complexity respectively
Θ log n · Lm (n) and Lt (n) + O(log n), with high probability. The number of nodes aﬀected by a single operation is
O(log n), with high probability, and Θ(log log n), on expectation. Manku [12] proposes a very eﬃcient scheme where
operations are, roughly, performed as in our protocol, but
instead of random segments the scheme examines a logarithmic number of consecutive segments in the neighborhood
of a random point. The message and time complexity are
respectively Lm (n) + Θ(log n) and Lt (n) + Θ(log n), with
high probability, and constant number of node segments are
modiﬁed per operation.
Finally, in a very recent paper Kenthapadi and Manku [9]
present a load balancing scheme that combines two diﬀerent approaches: the multiple random choices scheme, and
the “neighborhood search scheme” of [12]. Their protocol
is overlay independent, and provably guarantees constant ρ
only in the pure join model. The complexity of joins depends
on two system parameters r and v, with rv = Θ(log n),
where r represents the number of random points selected,
and v represents the number of (consecutive) segments examined in the neighborhood of each random point. The
message and time complexity per operation are respectively
rLm (n) + rv and Lt (n) + v, with high probability.
All the above approaches assume homogeneous nodes. To
our knowledge, the problem of load balancing in DHTs of
heterogeneous nodes has not, so far, received special attention. A reason may be that it can be easily reduced to the
load balancing problem for homogeneous nodes, by having
each (heterogeneous) node run a number of virtual nodes
proportional to its power. However, to paraphrase the apt
statement of Ratnasamy et al. [18] (made, in their case,
about routing rather than load balancing) “instead of merely
coping with heterogeneity, [load balancing algorithms] could
instead use it to their advantage.”
In particular, a balancing scheme that assigns a single
(contiguous) segment per node, would result in signiﬁcant
reduction in the number of links in the network compared
to the approach that uses virtual nodes. For instance, in a
system where half of the nodes are twice as powerful as the
other half, a scheme that assigns a single contiguous segment

protocol
Abraham et al. [1]
Naor and Wieder [16]
Adler et al. [2]
Karger and Ruhl [8]
Manku [12]
Kenthapadi
and Manku [9]
this paper

message complexity
Θ(log n · Lm (n))
Θ(log n · Lm (n))
Θ(Lm (n) + log n)
Θ(log n · Lm (n))
Θ(Lm (n) + log n)

time complexity
Lt (n) + O(1)
Lt (n) + O(1)
Lt (n) + O(1)
Lt (n) + O(log n)
Lt (n) + Θ(log n)

nodes reloc.
O(1)
−
O(1)
O(log n)
O(1)

rLm (n) + rv

Lt (n) + v

O(1)

Θ(log n · Lm (n))

Lt (n) + O(1)

O(1)

comments
no departures
no proof for departures
no proof for departures; overlay speciﬁc
−
−
where rv = Θ(log n); no proof for
departures
works with heterogeneous nodes

Table 1: Comparison of schemes for load balancing in DHTs.
per node would result in the more powerful nodes having
(roughly) half the number of outgoing links and the same
number of incoming links as in the virtual nodes approach,
while the less powerful nodes would have the same number
of outgoing and one third fewer incoming links.

Our Contribution
The idea of employing the multiple random choices paradigm [3, 19] to achieve load balancing in DHTs is not novel.
As we saw above, the join protocol we use was proposed by
two other groups [1, 16]. However, they didn’t provide a protocol for handling node leaves that maintains constant ρ. To
our knowledge, our work is the ﬁrst to propose and analyze
a scheme that uses the multiple random choices scheme for
both node joins and leaves, and achieves constant ρ. Compared to the other two algorithms that handle both joins and
leaves, it has similar complexity, but relocates fewer nodes
per operation than [8], and it has worse message complexity, but slightly better parallel time complexity than [12].
Finally, our protocol is the only one we know of that can
handle heterogeneous nodes, achieving constant ρ (independent of nodes’ relative power) and assigning to each node a
single contiguous segment.
The rest of this extended abstract is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we present the unweighted and weighted versions of our load balancing protocol, and discuss the pertinent properties of each. In Section 3 we present a detailed
overview of the analysis of the unweighted version. Underlying our protocols are complex stochastic processes whose
rigorous analysis is quite lengthy; thus, our goal here is to
explain the main ideas of the analysis, without providing all
the detailed calculations. In Section 4 we describe, sketchily,
the analysis of the weighted version of the protocol.

2.

PROTOCOLS FOR BALANCED
PARTITIONING

2.1 A Note on the Model
The load balancing protocols we present in the next two
sections are general enough to be used in any DHT design
whose hash space is a line segment or a ring. For concreteness we will assume that the hash space is the unit interval
I = [0, 1). For eﬃciency, we will also assume that every
node maintains links to its immediate successor and predecessor nodes in the hash space. As is typical in the analysis
of load balancing algorithms for DHTs, we only consider the
case where node joins and leaves occur sequentially. We expect the protocols should perform well up to some degree of
concurrency, as well.

2.2 S&M Protocol
This scheme assumes that all nodes are equally powerful,
and aims to partition the hash space evenly among them.
Node joins and leaves are performed in such a way that, at
any time, the length of the segment associated with each
node is an integer power of 1/2 (potentially a diﬀerent one
for diﬀerent nodes), and its endpoints are integer multiples
of its length. We call such a segment of length 1/2d , for
some d ∈ N, a d-segment; we also say that this segment has
depth d. Finally, we deﬁne the sibling of a d-segment λ,
denoted λ, to be the unique d-segment such that λ ∪ λ is a
(d − 1)-segment.

Protocol Description
To join the system, a new node n, ﬁrst requests the depth of
the segment associated with a node n0 that is known to be
in the system already. Let d be that depth. Then, n issues
(via n0 ) lookup requests for each of α+ d+β +  keys selected
at random, where α+ and β + are positive system-wide parameters. Let n be a node associated with a longest segment,
among those returned by the lookup requests. Then, the
segment of n is split into two halves, and each of n, n is
associated with one half.
The leave procedure is, in a sense, symmetric to the join
process. Suppose some node n, who is currently in the system and is associated with a d-segment λ, d > 0, wishes to
depart. Before n does do, it looks up the nodes that are
responsible for α− (d + 1) + β −  keys selected at random,
where α− , β − are again positive system parameters. Let
n be a node associated with a shortest segment among the
looked up nodes, and let λ denote that segment. We have
two cases, depending on the length |λ | of λ .
(a) |λ | < |λ|: If λ is associated with a single node, say n ,
(i.e., λ is not currently split), then λ and λ are merged,
n and n are associated with the resulting segment and
λ, respectively, and n leaves the system. If λ is not
associated with a single node (i.e., λ is currently split),
then n traverses (sequentially) the nodes associated with
subsegments of λ , until it ﬁnds a pair of nodes n1 , n2
associated with two sibling segments. (Note that we can
always ﬁnd such a pair of nodes.) Then, the two sibling
segments are merged, n1 and n2 become associated with
the newly created segment and λ, respectively, and n
departs from the system.
(b) |λ | ≥ |λ|: The procedure is almost identical to that
described in case (a) if we consider n in place of n . So,
we ﬁrst attempt to merge λ with λ, and if this is not
possible (because λ is split) we merge two sibling node
segments that are subsegments of λ.

Protocol Properties
The above protocol provides strong load balancing guarantees. Roughly speaking, if we start from a suﬃciently balanced initial state, then at all times during an arbitrary
sequence of k joins and/or split operations, ρ ≤ 4, with
probability 1 − O(k/N b ), where N is the minimum number of nodes in the system during this sequence, and b > 0
a constant that can be made arbitrarily large by choosing
large enough parameters α+ , β + , α− , β − (independently of k
or N ). A more formal statement of this property, and an
outline of its proof are presented in Section 3. We note parenthetically that the protocol is “self-correcting” in the sense
that starting from an arbitrary (valid) state, a suﬃciently
balanced state is reached after a large enough number of
steps. We will elaborate on this issue in the full version of
this paper.
It is easy to see that the message complexity of a join
operation in an n-node system with constant ρ is O log n ·

Lm (n) . This is not optimal since other approaches require
as little as O(log n) + Lm (n) messages [12]. However, if
the probing lookups are executed in parallel (instead of sequentially), the time complexity of both join and leave procedures reduces to O(1) + Lt (n). Finally, a node join affects only the segment associated with a singe node, and a
node leave aﬀects the segments associated with at most two
nodes (in addition to the departing node). Thus, for constant ρ both operations result in relocating keys that fall in
an O(1/n) fraction of the hash space, which is optimal.

2.3 Weighted S&M Protocol
The scheme we present in this section is an extension of
the protocol described in Section 2.2 that takes into account
the relative power of nodes. In particular, it presumes that
each node n has a weight, denoted w(n), that is an integer
power of 2 between 1 and some system-wide parameter W
(also a power of 2), and tries to partition the hash space in
such a way that each node is associated with a segment of
length proportional to its weight. Roughly speaking, this
scheme arranges nodes into (virtual) groups, and uses the
same technique as the unweighted S&M Protocol to achieve
for each group what that protocol achieved for single nodes.
Below we describe the protocol in more detail.
The hash space is partitioned into segments, one for each
node, such that at any time there is a (unique) many-toone mapping of the set of nodes to a set of groups with the
following properties: (i) the union of the segments of all
nodes in a group, called a group segment, is a d-segment, for
some d ≥ 0 (potentially, a diﬀerent d for diﬀerent groups);
and (ii) the sum of the weights of all nodes in a group, called
the group’s weight, is between W and 2W − 1.2 We denote
the weight of a group G by w(G).
The details of how a group segment is partitioned among
the nodes of the group are speciﬁed by a part of the balance algorithm we call the group management protocol. In
addition, the group management protocol describes how to
perform the group operations listed below. Note that, these
operations may only modify segments associated with nodes
of the groups mentioned in each operation.
2

More precisely, this property applies only if the total weight
of all nodes in the system is at least W . Otherwise, there is
only one group that contains all the nodes.

T1 : Add node n to group G. If w(G) + w(n) ≥ 2W , then G
is split into two groups, each associated with one half
of G’s segment.
T2 : Given two groups G, G associated with sibling segments, and a node n in G, remove n from the system.
If w(G) + w(G ) − w(n) < 2W , then G and G are
merged into a single group.
T3 : Given a group G, a node n in G, and two other groups
G1 , G2 associated with sibling segments, remove n from
the system in such a way that either (i) the value of
w(G) after the operation is greater or equal to that
before, or (ii) G is split into two groups. Moreover, G1
and G2 may be merged into a single group.
The group management protocol can be designed independently of the rest of the load balancing algorithm, as long
as it adheres to the above speciﬁcation. In the next two
paragraphs, we ﬁrst describe the Weighted S&M Protocol in
detail assuming an arbitrary group management protocol,
and then we discuss speciﬁc group management protocol
designs.

Protocol Description
Besides the fact that it operates on groups, instead of single
nodes, the weighted version of the S&M Protocol is almost
identical to the unweighted one.3 To join the system, a
node n issues, via some known node n0 , lookup requests for
α+ d + β +  keys selected at random, where d is the depth of
the segment associated with n0 ’s group. Then, n adds itself
(using operation T1 ) to a group associated with a longest
segment, among the groups of the nodes probed. Note that
the segment of a group can be computed by traversing no
more than 2W nodes.
Consider, now, a node n that belongs to a group G, and
let G be associated with d-segment λ, d ≥ 0. To leave the
system, n ﬁrst looks up the nodes responsible for α− (d +
1) + β −  keys, selected at random. Let G be a group associated with a shortest segment, among the groups of the
nodes probed, and let λ be that segment. Similarly to the
unweighted protocol, we have two cases.
(a) |λ | < |λ|: If λ is associated with a single group, say
G , then n is removed from the system by performing
operation T3 with parameters G, n, G , and G . If λ is
not associated with a single group then n traverses the
nodes associated with subsegments of λ , until it ﬁnds a
pair of group G1 , G2 associated with sibling segments.
Then, n is removed from the system by performing operation T3 with parameters G, n, G1 , and G2 .
(b) |λ | ≥ |λ|: If λ is associated with a single group, say
G , then n is removed by executing operation T2 with
parameters G, n, and G . Otherwise, n looks for a pair
of groups G3 , G4 associated with sibling subsegments
of λ, and leaves the system by performing operation T3
with parameters G, n, G3 , and G4 .

Group Management
Recall that the group management protocol speciﬁes how a
group segment is distributed among the nodes in the group,
and describes how operations T1 –T3 are performed. We
3

In fact, for W = 1 the two protocols are identical.

evaluate the eﬃciency of such a protocol in terms of the following measures: (i) the balance it achieves among the nodes
in a group, denoted ; (ii) the number of node segments affected (i.e., have one or both endpoints modiﬁed) in each
of operations T1 –T3 ; and (iii) the fraction of hash space
whose association to nodes changes as a result of operations
T1 –T3 . Ideally, we would like that  be as close to 1 as possible, that operations T1 –T3 (in most cases) aﬀect a number
of nodes that is at most proportional to the weight w of the
node added/removed and independent of W , and that each
operation changes the association to nodes in a fraction of
the segment of each group involved in the operation that is
at most proportional to w/W .
The simplest approach is to associate with each node a
segment of length exactly proportional to the node’s weight,
i.e., a node of weight w, in a group of weight w and (group)
segment λ, is associated with a segment of length |λ|w/w .
Such a scheme is optimal in terms of (i), i.e., achieves  = 1.
However, operations T1 –T3 modify the endpoints of all node
segments in at least one (and at most three) groups, even
when the weight w of the node added/removed is small.
Finally, operations T1 –T3 may result in changing the association to nodes of a constant fraction (i.e., independent of
w and W ) of a group segment. There are more complex
ways to do group management that are better in terms of
(ii) and (iii) while still keeping  ≤ 2, but these are omitted
from here.

Protocol Properties
The protocol guarantees regarding the relative length of
group segments are the same as those the unweighted protocol provides about the relative length of node segments. If,
in addition, the group management protocol achieves  ≤ 2
then, with high probability, ρ ≤ 8 during any sequence of
joins/splits that starts from a suﬃciently balanced state and
uses large enough protocol parameters (α+ , β + , α− , β − ),
provided that the number of nodes in the system does not
become too small, and the sequence of operations is not too
long.
The message complexity
of a single node join/leave is

O log n · (Lm (n) + W ) . (Note that if we use the simple group management protocol we saw in the previous
paragraph, the message complexity per operation becomes
O log n · Lm (n) + W ), because with that speciﬁc protocol
a node can determine the length of its group segment based
on its own node segment.) If the probing lookups are executed in parallel, though, the resulting time complexity
is Lt (n) + O(W ). A node join aﬀects only the segments of
nodes in a singe group, while a leave aﬀects nodes associated
with at most three groups. So, in both cases the number of
nodes aﬀected is O(W ). Finally, each join/leave changes
the association to nodes of a constant fraction of each group
segment aﬀected by the operation. Thus, if ρ is constant, at
most an O(W/n) fraction of the hash space is aﬀected.

3.

ANALYSIS OF S&M PROTOCOL

3.1 Binary Partitions
We say that a partition of the unit interval I into segments
is a binary partition, if each segment is a d-segment, for
some d ≥ 0 (possibly, diﬀerent d for diﬀerent segments).
If, moreover, the segments are sorted (from left to right) in

decreasing length, then the partition is called sorted binary
partition.
We use the following notation for the quantities associated
with a binary partition B. Let i ∈ N. The total number of
segments that B consists of is denoted by n(B), the number
of i-segments of B is denoted by ni (B), and the sum of the
lengths of all i-segments of B is denoted by i (B). If B does
not contain any i-segments then ni (B)
= 0 and i (B) = 0.
For convenience, we deﬁne ≥i (B) =
k≥i k (B); ≤i (B)
is deﬁned similarly. The smallest and largest i for which
i (B) > 0 are called the min depth and max depth of B, and
are denoted by ν(B) and ξ(B), respectively. The diﬀerence
ξ(B) − ν(B), denoted bf (B), is called the balance factor of
B. In all the above notation, we often omit parameter B
when it is clear which binary partition we are considering.

3.2 S&M-Processes
We deﬁne two families of discrete stochastic processes that
describe models for adding and removing segments in binary
partitions. The ﬁrst family, called actual S&M-processes,
simply formulates as a stochastic process the S&M Protocol described in Section 2.2. The second family, called virtual S&M-processes, describes a slightly diﬀerent, less complicated model. We introduce virtual S&M-processes because
they are easier to analyze, and their analysis yields results
that apply to actual S&M-processes, as well.
The sample space of an actual or virtual S&M-process is a
set of ﬁnite sequences of binary partitions or sorted binary
partitions, respectively. Both types of processes are parameterized by an initial partition, four positive constants called
splitting factor/term and merging factor/term, and a ﬁnite
binary sequence of +/−’s, called event list. Actual S&Mprocesses have an additional parameter, called list of points,
which is a sequence of points from I of the same length as
the event list. We explain the use of these parameters below.
Let B = Bi ki=0 , k ≥ 0, be an actual or virtual S&Mprocess with initial partition B0 , splitting factor α+ , splitting term β + , merging factor α− , merging term β − , and
event list ri ki=1 .4 Moreover, if B is an actual S&M-process,
let pi ki=1 be its list of points. Then, B0 = B0 , and for
every 0 < i ≤ k, Bi is determined as follows. If ri = + then
Bi results from Bi−1 by splitting in half a segment of Bi−1
that is selected using a probabilistic protocol described below. If ri = − then Bi is generated by merging two sibling
segments of Bi−1 into a single segment. Again, the pair of
segments is chosen probabilistically.
If B is an actual S&M-process, the following segment selection protocol is used. Let d be the depth of the segment
containing point pi . If ri = +, we pick α+ d + β +  points
of I at random, and choose to split the longest among the
segments of Bi−1 that contain at least one of the points selected. (If more than one such longest segments exists then
we deterministically choose one of them.) If ri = −, we pick
α− (d + 1) + β −  points at random. Let L be the set of
segments of Bi−1 containing at least one of the points selected. Let also λ denote the segment containing pi , if this
segment is shorter or equal to every segment in L, or a (deterministically selected) shortest segment in L, otherwise.
Then, if λ is not currently split, we choose to merge λ with
4
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λ; otherwise, we (deterministically) choose a pair of sibling
segments that are subsegments of λ.
If B is a virtual S&M-process, the segment selection protocol is as follows. If ri = +, we pick α+ ν(Bi−1 ) + β + 
points of I at random. Let d be the depth of the longest
segment of Bi−1 that contains at least one of the points selected. Then, we choose to split the rightmost d-segment of
Bi−1 . If ri = −, we pick α− (ξ(Bi−1 ) − 1) + β −  points
of I at random. Let d be the depth of the shortest segment
of Bi−1 that contains at least one of the points selected.
Then, if nd (Bi−1 ) ≥ 2 we choose to merge the two leftmost
d-segments of Bi−1 . Otherwise, we choose the two leftmost
d -segments of Bi−1 , where d is the minimum j > d for
which nj (Bi−1 ) ≥ 2. (Note that, if n(Bi−1 ) ≥ 2 there is
always such a d .)
We conclude this section by comparing the behavior of
actual and virtual S&M-processes, with respect to load balancing. Informally, an actual S&M-process provides at least
as strong load balancing guarantees as a virtual S&M-process
with similar parameters. More precisely, let two partitions
B, B  be called similar if ni (B) = ni (B  ) for all i ∈ N. Let
also bf (B) denote the maximum balance factor of any partition in (actual or virtual) S&M-process B. Then, it is easy
to show (using coupling) that the following statement holds.
Lemma 3.1. If actual S&M-process B1 and virtual S&Mprocess B2 have the same splitting and merging factors/terms, the same event list, and similar initial partitions, then P r[bf (B1 ) ≤ 2] ≥ P r[bf (B2 ) ≤ 2].
This lemma allows us to directly apply to actual S&Mprocesses the bounds we will prove for virtual S&M-processes
in the next section.

3.3 Analysis of Virtual S&M-Process
Informally, we will show that in a virtual S&M-process
starting from a “suﬃciently balanced” initial partition with
large enough constant merging and splitting factors, with
high probability, the balance factor of all binary sorted partitions in the process is at most 2, provided that the number
of segments in the system does not become too small, and
the process does not go on for too long (i.e., the number
of steps is polynomial in the minimum number of segments
during the process). Throughout the remainder of this section, whenever we say “partition”, we mean “binary sorted
partition”.
We consider a partition to be suﬃciently balanced if one
of the following two conditions applies: (i) bf ≤ 1, or (ii)
bf = 2 and ν ≤ u and ξ ≤ v, where u, v are appropriate
constants with 0 ≤ u, v ≤ 1. A partition that satisﬁes either of the above conditions is called u, v -safe. Note that
condition (i) implies that bf = 0 if n is a power of 2, and
that bf = 1 otherwise. So, it describes partitions that are
(in some sense) completely balanced. Condition (ii), on the
other hand, refers to partitions that deviate from a completely balanced state, by (at most) as much as described
by parameters u, v. As expected, we will see that these parameters are closely related to the selected factor/term parameters of the S&M-process, and the probability with which
the load balancing guarantees of the process hold.
Let |B| denote the length of S&M-process B, i.e., the number of partitions in B minus one. Recall also that bf (B)
denotes the maximum balance factor of any partition in B.

Then, the main result of this section can be formally stated
as follows.
Theorem 3.1. Let b > 0. There are α+ , β + , α− , β − >
0 and 0 ≤ u, v ≤ 1, all of which depend only on b, such
that if virtual S&M-process B starts from a u, v -safe initial
partition and has splitting factor ≥ α+ , splitting term ≥
β + , merging factor ≥ α− and merging term ≥ β − , then
P r[bf (B) ≤ 2] = 1 − O(|B|/N b ), where N is the minimum
number of segments in any partition of B.
The proof of this theorem is presented in Section 3.3.2. Before that, in Section 3.3.1, we show some basic facts we will
use in the proof.

3.3.1 Basic Results
We begin by introducing some deﬁnitions. The random
experiment that determines the next partition in a virtual
S&M-process from the previous one is called a v-split (respectively a v-merge) if it splits a segment (respectively merges a
pair of segments) of the partition it is applied to. A v-split
is favorable if it splits a longest segment (of the partition
it is applied to), and non-favorable otherwise. Similarly, a
v-merge is favorable if it merges two shortest segments, and
non-favorable otherwise.
The ﬁrst two lemmata we present in this section bound
respectively the probability that a single v-split splits a segment of length above a given minimum, and the probability
a single v-merge merges segments of length below some maximum. The proof of the second lemma is similar to that of
the ﬁrst one, and it is omitted.
Lemma 3.2. Let α, c > 0. For any partition with ≤i ≥
c/α, for some i ≥ 0, a v-split with splitting factor ≥ α splits
a segment of depth ≤ i, with probability ≥ 1 − e−cν .
Proof. Let w = ≤i . The probability the v-split splits
a segment of depth ≤ i is ≥ 1 − (1 − w)αν ≥ 1 − e−wαν ≥
1 − e−cν , since w ≥ c/α.
Lemma 3.3. Let α, c > 0. For any partition with ≥i ≥
c/α, for some i ≥ 0, a v-merge with merging factor ≥ α
merges segments of depth ≥ i, with probability ≥ 1−e−c(ξ−1) .
The ﬁrst of the remaining two lemmata bounds the number of consecutive v-splits that should be applied to a given
partition until all its longest segments are split, with certain
probability. The proof is quite technical and is described in
the Appendix. The last lemma bounds the number v-merges
required until all the shortest segments in a partition are
merged, with a given probability. Its proof is similar to that
of Lemma 3.4, and it is omitted.
Lemma 3.4. Let 0 < w ≤ 1, α > 1, and c > 0. For any
partition B with ν ≤ w, a sequence of successive v-splits
with splitting factor ≥ α and suﬃciently large splitting term
w
β(w, α, c), splits all ν-segments of B after ≤ 2ν ( α−1
+ 4c+6
)
α
non-favorable v-splits occur, with probability ≥ 1 − e−cν .
Lemma 3.5. Let 0 < w ≤ 1, α > 1, and c > 0. For any
partition B with ξ ≤ w, a sequence of successive v-merges
with merging factor ≥ α and suﬃciently large merging term
w
+
β(w, α, c), merges all ξ-segments of B after ≤ 2ξ−1 ( α−1
4c+6
)
non-favorable
v-merges
occur,
with
probability
≥
1
−
α
e−c(ξ−1) .

3.3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1
For every partition B and 0 ≤ w ≤ 1 let low (B, w) be
the minimum j such that ≤j (B) ≥ w, and high(B, w) be
the maximum j such that ≥j (B) ≥ w. Consider, now, the
following variation of B, denoted B̂. B̂ is deﬁned identically
to B̂, except for a slight modiﬁcation in the segment selection protocol. Namely, in each v-split of B̂, applied to some
partition B, the segment selection protocol (as deﬁned for
B) is repeatedly executed until it selects a segment of depth
≤ low (B, u). Similarly, in every v-merge the segment selection protocol is repeated until it selects a segment of depth
≥ high(B, v).
The modiﬁed v-splits and v-merges of B̂ are called respectively r-splits and r-merges, and the number of times the
segment selection protocol of an r-split/r-merge is executed
is called the multiplicity of this r-split/r-merge. Finally, let
mult(B̂) denote the maximum multiplicity of all r-splits and
r-merges of B̂.5
Informally, to prove the theorem we ﬁrst bound the probability that bf (B̂) is at most 2. Then, we bound the probability of the event that all steps of B̂ have multiplicity 1. (Note
that this event implies that B̂ and B are indistinguishable if
they make the same random choices.) Finally, we combine
the above two results to bound the probability that bf (B) is
at most 2.
More precisely, let c = b ln 2, α+ = 72 c + 3(≈ 2.5b + 3),
−
α = 4α+ , u = c/α+ , and v = c/α− . Let also β + =
β + (u, α+ , c) be large enough so that Lemma 3.4 holds for
w = u, α = α+ and β = β + , and let β − = β − (v, α− , c) be
large enough so that Lemma 3.5 holds for w = v, α = α−
and β = β − . Then, the following claims apply for the above
parameters.
Claim 3.1. P r[bf (B̂) ≤ 2] ≥ 1 − 4 |B|/N .
b

b

Claim 3.2. P r[mult(B̂) = 1 | bf (B̂) ≤ 2] ≥ 1 − 4b |B|/N b .
It is also easy to see (and prove formally using coupling) that Pr[bf (B) ≤ 2] ≥ P r[{mult(B̂) = 1} ∩ {bf (B̂) ≤
2}]. Thus, Pr[bf (B) ≤ 2] ≥ P r[mult(B̂) = 1 | bf (B̂) ≤
2] · P r[bf (B̂) ≤ 2], and using the claims above we obtain
Pr[bf (B) ≥ 2] ≥ 1 − 8b |B|/N b = 1 − O(|B|/N b ).
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to prove
the two claims. We start with the second one, whose proof
is shorter.
Proof of Claim 3.2. It is easy to verify that the probability an r-split of B̂ has multiplicity 1, given the partition
that it is applied to, is independent of all the other partitions in B̂ (even the one that results from the execution of
the r-split). Now, consider an r-split of B̂ that is applied to
some partition B with bf (B) ≤ 2. The probability it has
multiplicity 1 is equal to the probability p a v-step (with
the same splitting factor/term) applied to B splits a segment of depth ≤ low (B, u). Using Lemma 3.2 with α = α+
and i = low (B, u) we get that p ≥ 1 − 1/2bν(B) . Since
bf (B) ≤ 2, 2ν ≥ N/4, so, p ≥ 1 − (4/N )b . Using a similar
reasoning (and Lemma 3.3 instead of 3.2) we can show that
an r-merge has multiplicity 1 with probability ≥ 1 − (2/N )b ,
5
The notation and terms we deﬁned for virtual S&Mprocesses and v-splits/v-merges are extended to apply for
B̂ and r-splits/r-merges in the obvious way.

for any possible sequence of partitions in B̂, provided it is
applied to a partition with balance factor ≤ 2. The claim
follows by combining the above two results.
Proof of Claim 3.1. Let B̂ = Bi κi=0 , and for every
0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ κ, let B̂jk = Bi ki=j , πjk be the event “all
partitions in B̂jk have balance factor ≤ 2”, and σjk be the
event “Bk is the only u, v -safe partition in B̂jk ”. We also
κ
κ
and σκ+1
to be always “true”. We will
deﬁne events πκ+1
show that for every 0 ≤ j ≤ κ, the following predicate holds.
κ
| Bj = B] ≥
S(j): for any u, v -safe partition B, P r[πj+1
b
b
1−4 (κ−j)/N . The claim, then, follows directly by setting
j = 0.
The proof is by induction on j. Obviously, S(κ) holds.
Assume S(k) holds for all j < k ≤ κ. We will show
κ
| Bj =
that S(j) holds, as well. We have P r[πj+1
κ
k
k
κ
P
r[π
∩
σ
∩
π
|
B
=
B] =
B] =
j
j+1
j+1
k+1
k=j+1
κ
κ
k
k
k
P
r[π
|
{B
=
B}
∩
π
∩
σ
]
·
P
r[π
j
j+1
j+1
j+1 ∩
k+1
k=j+1
k
σj+1
| Bj = B]. Applying the induction hypothesis we
κ
k
k
| {Bj = B} ∩ πj+1
∩ σj+1
] ≥ 1 − 4b (κ −
obtain P r[πk+1

k
k)/N b . Moreover, we will later show that κk=j+1 P r[πj+1
∩
k
b
b
σj+1 | Bj = B] ≥ 1 − 4 /N . Combining these facts we get
κ
| Bj = B] ≥ 1 − 4b (κ − j)/N b .
P r[πj+1
To complete the proof we need to show
for any 0 ≤
that
κ
k
j ≤ κ, and any u, v -safe partition B,
k=j+1 P r[πj+1 ∩
k
b
σj+1 | Bj = B] ≥ 1 − 4/N . We have the following cases.
Case 1: bf (B) ≤ 1, or bf (B) = 2 and ν (B) < u ν and
ξ (B) < v ξ−1 .6 For the selected values of u and v, it is easy
to verify that a single r-split or r-merge leads to a u, v -safe
j+1
j+1
∩σj+1
) | Bj = B] = 1.
partition with certainty, i.e., P r[πj+1
Case 2(a): bf (B) = 2 and ξ (B) = v ξ−1 . Let k be the
smallest i > j such that (i) ν(B) (Bi ) = 0, or (ii) ξ (Bi ) =
ξ (B), or (iii) i = κ. Assume B̂jk involves only r-splits (and
no r-merges). Then, applying Lemma 3.4 with w = u, α =
α+ and β = β + , we obtain that, with probability ≥ 1 −
1/2bν ≥ 1 − (4/N )b , at most φ = 2ν ( α+u−1 + 4c+6
) of the rα+
splits during B̂jk are non-favorable. Thus, with probability ≥
1 − (4/N )b , for all partitions in B̂jk , ≥ν+2 ≤ v + φ/2ν+1 . By
substituting the values of α+ , u, v, we obtain ≥ν+2 ≤ 1 − u,
which implies that none of the r-splits splits a ξ-segment.
k
occurs and either
Thus, with probability ≥ 1 − (4/N )b , πj+1
condition (i) is met and bf (Bk ) = 1, or condition (iii) is met
(i.e., σk occurs, as well). Now, if B̂jk involves also r-splits,
then all r-merges before φ non-favorable r-splits occur are
favorable. So, the previous analysis continues to apply with
the slight modiﬁcation that condition (ii) may be met before
the other two, in which case we also have bf (Bk ) = 1.

Case 2(b): bf (B) = 2 and ν (B) = u ν . The analysis is
“symmetric” to that of the previous case, with the roles of
v-splits and v-merges switched. Lemma 3.5 is used instead
of 3.4.

4. SKETCH OF ANALYSIS OF WEIGHTED
S&M PROTOCOL
The analysis of the weighted version of the protocol is
similar to that of the unweighted version. Again we use an
6

Let x i = x · 2i /2i , i.e., the largest integral multiple of
1/2i that is at most x; xi is deﬁned similarly.

aggregated representation of the system state, and study the
transitions in this simpliﬁed (virtual) state space. This time,
however, the abstraction we use is slightly more involved
than the one we used in the analysis of the unweighed protocol (i.e., sorted binary partitions and virtual S&M-process),
since here we need to also take node weights into account.
More precisely, the information we maintain for each system state is the distribution of the group segment lengths,
the distribution of group weights for groups associated with
longest group segments, when the total length of these segments is below some threshold, and the distribution of group
weights for groups associated with shortest group segments,
when the total length of these segments is below a threshold.
As in the analysis of the unweighted protocol, we show
that in states with a large number of longest group segments joins add nodes to longest group segments almost
with certainty (for large enough system parameters). We
also bound the number of joins required until all longest
group segments are split when starting from states with a
small number of longest group segments. The additional
complication introduced by the fact that not all joins result
in group splits is overcome by assuming “adversarial” weight
selection, i.e., we assume nodes added in longest group segments have weight 1, while nodes added in other groups
have weight W . Thus, a longest group segment must be
selected W times before it is split, while a join in a nonlongest group segment always causes a group split. Analogous statements are shown to hold for node leaves. Finally,
we combine these results in a manner similar to that in the
proof of Theorem 3.1.
This analysis shows that the Weighted S&M Protocol supports for the group segments the same load balancing guarantees the unweighted protocol provides about node segments.

5.
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The next lemma considers starting partitions with ν ≤
1/ν, and counts the number of v-splits (with splitting factor
1
. The proof is similar to that of
a) required until ν ≤ αν
Lemma A.1, and it is omitted.

APPENDIX
A.

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.4

First, we prove three lemmata that bound the number
of v-splits required until the number of longest segments of
a given initial partition drops below some threshold, with
certain probability. The main lemma, then, follows by combining the three results.
The ﬁrst lemma computes a bound on the number of vsplits required until ν ≤ 1/ν. To prove this statement,
we observe that the probability that any of these v-splits is
favorable is greater or equal to the probability a v-split applied to the last partition reached is favorable; then, we use
Chernoﬀ’s inequality to obtain the desired bound assuming
each v-split is favorable with that minimum probability.
Lemma A.1. Let 0 < w ≤ 1, α > 1, and b > 0. For
any partition B with ν (B) ≤ w, a sequence of successive vsplits with splitting factor ≥ α and suﬃciently large splitting
term β(w, α, b) reaches a partition B  with ν (B  ) ≤ 1/ν
w
after ≤ 2ν α−1
non-favorable v-splits occur, with probability
−bν
≥1−e
.
Proof. Assume ν (B) > 1/ν (otherwise, the lemma holds
w
< 1 the lemma holds for β ≥ 98 (b +
trivially). If 2ν α−1
ν
α−1
9
1) w > 8 (b + 1)2 ≥ (b + 1)ν 2 , because then all v-splits
until the ﬁrst partition with ν ≤ 1/ν is reached are favorable with probability ≥ 1 − 2ν (1 − 1/ν)β ≥ 1 − 2ν e−(b+1)ν ≥
w
1−e−bν . For the rest of the proof we assume that 2ν α−1
≥ 1.
ν
Let m = nν (B) − 2 /ν , i.e., m is the number of favorable
v-splits required to reach B  . Let also B0 = B, and Bi ,
i ≥ 1, be the partition that results by applying to Bi−1 a
v-split with splitting factor ≥ α, and term ≥ β (to be determined later). Finally, let Xi , i ≥ 1, be the indicator random variable of event {ν (Bi ) = ν (Bi−1 )} ∩ {ν (Bi−1 ) >
1/ν}. Then, for any integer k > 0, the probability it takes
≤ k non-favorable v-splits (or equivalently, ≤ m + k vsplits) until the ﬁrst partition with ν ≤ 1/ν is reached


Xi ≤ k] = 1 − P r[ m+k
is equal to P r[ m+k
i=1
i=1 Xi > k].
m+k
We will bound P r[ i=1 Xi > k]. Note that P r[Xi =
1 | X1 , . . . , Xi−1 ] ≤ P r[ν (Bi ) = ν (Bi−1 ) | ν (Bi−1 ) =
1/νν ] ≤ (1 − 1/ν)αν+β ≤ e−α−β/ν = q.7 Thus, it folm+k
lows (by use of coupling) that
i=1 Xi is stochastically
m+k
smaller than the sum i=1 Yi , where Y1 , . . . , Ym+k are independent
Bernoulli trials
with probability of success
q. So,


Xi > k] ≤ P r[ m+k
Yi > k] = P r[ m+k
P r[ m+k
i=1 
i=1 
i=1 Yi >
m+k
(1 + δ)E{ m+k
i=1 Yi }], where E{
i=1 Yi } = q(m + k) and
qm
k
δ + 1 = q(m+k) . If k > 1−q then δ > 0, and by usm+k

ing Chernoﬀ’s bound [15] we obtain P r[ i=1 Xi > k] ≤
[eδ /(1 + δ)1+δ ]q(m+k) ≤ [e/(1+δ)](δ+1)q(m+k) = [e/(1+δ)]k .

k
(1−α−β/ν+m/k)k
=
So, P r[ m+k
i=1 Xi > k] ≤ [eq(1+m/k)] ≤ e
βk

w
(which is > 0 from the ase[m−(α−1)k]− ν . Let k = 2ν α−1
m
≥
sumption at the beginning of the proof). Then, k ≥ a−1
2

so, m − (α − 1)k ≤ a − 1. If also β ≥ bν +(a−1)ν
,
k
w
] ≤ e(a−1)−[bν+(a−1)] = e−bν .
then P r[ i=1 Xi > 2ν α−1
m−(a−1)
,
a−1

m+k

7

See footnote 6.

2

Thus, for the lemma to hold it suﬃces to have β ≥ [b ν2ν +
2(a−1)
w
9
(a − 1) 2νν ]/ a−1
.
ν , or β ≥ ( 8 b + a − 1)
w

Lemma A.2. Let α > 1, and β, b > 0. For any partition
B with ν (B) ≤ 1/ν, a sequence of successive v-splits with
splitting factor ≥ α and term ≥ β reaches a partition B 
1
with ν (B  ) ≤ αν
after ≤ 2ν 2α
(b + 1) non-favorable v-splits
β
occur, with probability ≥ 1 − e−bν .
The third lemma applies for starting partitions with ν ≤
and bounds the number of v-splits until all ν-segments
are split. In this case we cannot use the same argument as
in the proof of the previous lemmata, since the probability
of a favorable split when ν is close to 0 is very small (i.e.,
of order 2νν ). Instead, we use an adaptation of the Coupon
Collector problem.
1
αν

Lemma A.3. Let α, b > 0. For any partition B with
1
ν (B) ≤ αν
, a sequence of successive v-splits with splitting
factor ≥ α and suﬃciently large splitting term β(α, b) splits
all ν-segments of B after ≤ 2ν 4(b+1)
non-favorable v-splits
α
occur, with probability ≥ 1 − e−bν .
Proof Sketch. Consider the slightly modiﬁed setting
where in each v-split we choose to split the longest of the
probed segments (instead of the rightmost segment whose
length is equal to that of the longest segment probed). If
more than one longest segments are probed, then one of
them is chosen at random. This setting is (stochastically)
equivalent to the original in terms of the number of v-splits
required until all ν-segments are split. Consider now an additional modiﬁcation to the segment selection protocol of the
1
original process. If at least one point ≤ aν
is selected, then
we split the segment containing a (new) randomly selected
1
). (Otherwise the standard selecpoint in the range [0, αν
tion protocol is applied). The number T of v-splits required
in the last setting until all ν-segments are split is stochastically larger than in the ﬁrst one and, thus, stochastically
larger than in the original. We bound T as follows. Fix a
ν-segment of B. The probability the segment is split during
1 αν
· 1−(1− αν
)
≥ αν
·(1− 1e ). Using Chera v-split is ≥ αν
2ν
2ν
noﬀ’s bound we can show that the segment is still not split
after 2ν 4(b+1)
v-splits with probability ≤ e−(b+1)ν . Thus,
α
the probability at least one ν-segments is not split within the
] ≤ e−bν .
above number of v-splits is P r[T ≥ 2ν 4(b+1)
α
We are now ready to prove our main lemma.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Consider a sequence of v-splits
with splitting factor ≥ α and term ≥ β (to be determined
later) that starts from partition B. Let r1 2ν be the number
of non-favorable v-splits until a partition B1 with ν (B1 ) ≤
1/ν is reached. Then, using Lemma A.1 with b = c + 3, we
obtain that for β ≥ some suﬃciently large β1 (w, α, c + 3),
w
P r[r1 ≤ α−1
] ≥ 1 − e−3 e−cν . Assuming B1 is reached,
ν
let r2 2 be the number of non-favorable v-splits until a
1
partition B2 with ν (B2 ) ≤ αν
is reached. Then, using
Lemma A.2 with b = c + 3 and β ≥ 2α2 (c + 4) = β2
we obtain that P r[r2 ≤ 1/α] ≥ 1 − e−3 e−cν . Finally, if

r3 2ν is the remaining number of non-favorable v-splits until all ν-segments are split, then using Lemma A.3 with
b = c + 1/4 we obtain that for β ≥ some suﬃciently large
] ≥ 1 − e−1/4 e−cν . Combining
β3 (α, c + 1/4), P r[r3 ≤ 4c+5
α
the above probabilities, we get that for β = max{β1 , β2 , β3 },
w
P r[r1 + r2 + r3 ≤ α−1
+ 4c+6
] ≥ 1 − e−cν .
α

